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Response Gallery 8: In-class self  portrait.

Post your two-minute self-portrait from the start of  class



Madilyne



Self-Portraits





Response Gallery 9: Stuff  we did in class! (2/8/21).

We did a number of  different quick drawing/cartooning activities 
in class including: Boids (draw a curly, looping shape at random –
then intentionally add one triangle and one small circle or dot as a 
beak and an eye respectively to transform your shape into a bird), 
“lumpies” (draw potato-y, amorphous shapes, and then give them 
features), Lynda Barry activities: Monster drawings, Batman-speed 
drawings, the spiral, and we probably did more… 



Madilyne



Bailey



Jade





Danae

Drawing monsters

Holden



Potatoe/lumpy people



“Boids”



Boids & Monsters

Monsters



Naomi – monsters and lumpies



Keila

Eyebrows…



TreVaughn



Julia



Cherokee



Madilyne



Keren



Response Gallery 10: Partner-Share Comic.

(As we did in class) Share a brief  vignette/story of  something that 
happened to you with your partner. Each person then makes a 
comic representing their partner’s story and their own story – so 
TWO comics in total created by each person. Post each story here 
labeled as to who you’re working with.



Partner Share
Mikyla on Bailey Bailey on Bailey



Mikyla on Mikyla Bailey on Mikyla



Keren on Erin
Erin on Erin



Keren on Keren

Erin on Keren



Madilyne on Raqshan Madilyne on Madilyne



Madilyne’s story by Raqshan



TreVaughn on Danae Danae on Danae



TreVaughn on TreVaughn
Danae on TreVaughn



Julia on Cherokee Cherokee on Cherokee



Julia on Julia Cherokee on Julia



Keila on Evie
Evie on Evie



Keila on Keila Evie on Keila 



Evie

Response Gallery 11: Lynda Barry stuff. Try at least two things from Lynda 
Barry’s “Syllabus” in your sketchbook and post here with any reflective comments on 
why you chose that, what you appreciated about it, whatever...



Madilyne



Jade


